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PRESS RELEASES 
 
A press release reports specific but brief information about an event, launch or premiere of a new 
artwork, or other happening. It's typically tied to a business or organization rather than an 
individual and is distributed to the media through a variety of means.  
 
Press releases run approximately 250-500 words (one page preferred, but you can go to two 
pages if you have many quotes or a long list of participating artists). They are designed to 
interest a journalist in writing a story about you as an artist, your upcoming showing, 
performance or book or possibly about your organization.  
 
Depending on the type of news outlet, the size and location of its audience and the reputation of 
the reporter, journalists receive as many as 1000 press releases each week. Clearly they can’t 
read them all, so you must do everything you can to help make your press release stand out and 
look as professional as possible. 
 
The Main Purpose of a Press Release 
The main purpose of all press releases is to promote something significant and specific. A press 
release serves three marketing and promotional purposes: 

• To let the media know about an event in hopes that will pass the information along 
• To let the media know about your work with the hope that a reporter will see a story in 

your press release and write an actual news article about it  
• To help promote your latest art work/art event on the Internet via blogs, websites and 

social networks. This is direct readership publicity.  
 
Format 
Press releases should always be typed and written in the third person. Use 12 pt and the Times 
Roman or Calibri font. Press releases used to be double-spaced but now that most are sent via 
email, use single space with a blank line in between paragraphs. 
 
Feel free to include graphics, photos, or a link to a video or audio file to help the reporter 
understand your work, but don’t overwhelm them with supplemental materials. Keep it no more 
than two to three links. 
 
See the sample template down below along with key tips. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



PRESS RELEASE TEMPLATE & GUIDELINES 
 
 For Immediate Release 
 

HEADLINE SHOULD SUMMARIZE MAIN TAKEAWAY IN BOLD CAPS 
Subtitle highlights important information that builds on headline in lc italics 

 
City, ST (Month Day, Year): First sentence or first paragraph depending on the length of the 
details should include who, what, when and where—also known as the lede. Essentially, it 
describes what the event or name of the artwork is, time and date the showing, reading or 
performance will be held, where it will be held (including the actual address) and who is the 
creator of the work or event. 

  
“This paragraph should contain a quote that offers insights about why the work of art, art show 
or artistic event is significant. Ideally. the quote should come from a credible third-party such as 
an art critic, art reviewer, sponsoring art organization or fellow big name artist. The quote should 
be no more than two or three sentences, and clarify what qualifies the expert to be quoted,” said 
PR and Corporate Communications Consultant Sandi Sonnenfeld, who has advised clients on 
crafting effective press releases for more than 25 years. 
 
Use this next paragraph to go into more details about what specifically will be on display, a brief 
summary of a the book, play or film’s plot, use of certain media such as a duet for piano and 
guitar or watercolor mixed with pastels, anything related to the craft or composition of the work 
itself, etc. 
 
“The second quote should be from the artist or head of the arts organization talking about his or 
her vision for the work or what motivated them to develop such a piece or an anecdote that 
clarifies why this piece is so important to its creator,” said Johanna Smith, who received a 2016 
Macarthur Fellowship in recognition of exceptional use of green materials in her public 
sculptures. 
 
The final paragraph should name any key sponsors of the event or artistic project such as Arts 
MidHudson or the New York Council for the Arts. If the work of art or art event is aimed at a 
specific audience, say for children, more appropriate for those over 18,  presented in a foreign 
language such as the case with opera, or contains a nude scene such as might occur with certain 
plays or movies, you should clarify that here so audiences know what to expect. 
 
About Name of Artist/Name of Arts Organization 
Known as the boilerplate, this paragraph generally consists of a short biography of the artist(s), 
such as where he was born and raised, went to college or received artistic training, who his key 
influencers or mentors were, and a list of previous works and/or awards and grants. Likewise if it 



is a collaborative project or an artistic group such as the Hudson Valley Symphony, this should 
include details about when the group was founded, who is the conductor, artistic director or lead 
choreographer, previous works exhibited or performed, how many people are in the group, their 
training and awards or recognitions earned. 
 
For more information, visit [insert website url] or contact us via email at [insert email address for 
the organization hosting event]. 

# # #  
[insert three centered hash tags to signify end of text] 

 
Contact: 
Name [this usually is the PR contact or organization’s approved spokesperson] 
Title  
Phone [include a phone number where a person as a opposed to a machine will pick up] 
Email [most reporters will email rather than call, so make sure this is an email that is checked 
regularly.  
 
Follow us on [insert Twitter button, Facebook button] 
 
 
  



CALENDAR ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Calendar announcements are short (about 50-75 words) notifications of events that are 
of interest to the public.  

Some tips about calendar announcements: 

• Many community newspapers and local magazines print community calendars in which 
they use such information. Visit their website to learn the deadline for when you must 
submit your announcement to make an upcoming issue and if they have specific format 
guidelines you must follow. You generally can submit this info online such as for 
Chronogram. If you can’t submit online, call the news outlet and ask to speak to the 
person who compiles the community calendar.  
  

• Radio stations and some television stations do the same. Call the station in advance to 
find out who should receive the announcement. 
  

• The announcement should include: who, what, where, when, and information of interest 
about the event. 
  

• Don't forget to include at the top of the document a name and phone number of someone 
the media can contact to follow up. Be sure to date the document. 

  
Sample Calendar Announcements  
 
Event: Beacon Second Saturday 
 
When: Second Saturday of every month  
 
What: Second Saturday is a city-wide celebration of the arts held on the second Saturday of 
every month where galleries and shops stay open until 9pm, most of which are right along Main 
Street.  
 
Where: Downtown Beacon (Main Street) 
 
Who/Contact: Beaconarts.org [include contact name and phone number in case the calendar 
editor has any questions in your email if you don’t want it listed in the announcement itself} 
 
_____ 
 
Event: Lecture: Journalism, Capitalism, and Democracy: How do they Coexist?  
 
When: Sat., Oct. 21, 2-4 p.m. 
 

https://beaconarts.org/events/second-saturday/
https://www.chronogram.com/hudsonvalley/journalism-capitalism-and-democracy-how-do-they-coexist/Event?oid=3203906


What: Journalists and politicians get together to talk candidly about the present day political and 
media landscape. Chris Allen (county legislator) Jeff Beals (Congressional candidate) Mariel 
Fiori (Managing Editor of La Voz) and Geddy Sveikauskas (Publisher of four area newspapers) 
discuss the tough realities journalists and politicians face in a society where money rules. 
Moderated by local inquisitor Jeremy Russell.  
 
Who: Saugerties Public Library  
 
Where: 91 Washington Avenue, Saugerties 
 
Contact: (845) 399-4725 
 

  

https://www.chronogram.com/hudsonvalley/saugerties-public-library/Location?oid=2126746


For Immediate Release 
 

 
Photography Now 2017 Opens Saturday, November 4 at CPW from 5-7 pm 

Juried by Thames & Hudson Director of Curatorial Projects William Ewing, exhibit runs 
through January 14, 2018 

Woodstock, NY (September 30, 2017): The Center for Photography at Woodstock (CPW) is 
pleased to announce Photography Now 2017, juried by William Ewing, Director of Curatorial 
Projects at Thames & Hudson, London. Featured artists include Lars Anderson, Sarah 
Anthony, Ben Arnon, Sandra Jonas Bacchi, John Barnard, Adam Bernard, Emily Berl, 
Christopher Brown, Tianqiutao Chen, Jennifer Garza-Cuen, Orestes Gonzalez, Tamar 
Granovsky, Alejandro Loureiro Lorenzo, Jeannette May, Zora Murff, Laurie Peek, 
Ceaphas Stubbs and Avumi Tanaka.  

Each year, CPW invites a curator of national or international stature to apply their own curatorial 
vision in creating a survey exhibition of contemporary photography. This year’s installment of 
CPW’s Photography Now exhibition presents eighteen artists of a wide range of styles. Each 
artist explores different facets of the human condition, but collectively they seem to suggest a 
new direction in photography. 

Juror William Ewing describes the act of discovery while reviewing the many portfolios 
submitted by the call for entry.  

“It was a great pleasure to curate this project, resulting in a presentation of 18 photographers and 
47 artworks of great variety, both in subject matter and approach. I admit I like to serve on juries, 
as a general principle, as it gives me an insight on what’s being produced now; curators tend to 
be focused on the past, even if it’s the recent past, and most museum curators are dealing with 
photographers whose careers span 20 to 50 years. Even the photographers we term ‘emerging’ 
often turn out to have had a decade of work under their belts. So in competitions like this one, 
attracting more than 400 candidates, allows for an almost ‘up to the minute’ overview of where 
photography is today, and where it’s headed in the near future,” said Ewing. 

ABOUT THE JUROR 
William Ewing is the Director of Curatorial Projects for Thames & Hudson, London. From 1977 
to 1984 he was Director of Exhibitions at the International Center of Photography, New York, 
and from 1996 to 2010 Director of the Musée de l’Elysée, Lausanne, while also teaching at the 
University of Geneva. He has served on many juries over the years, and shown at a number of 
international photography festivals, as well as co-curating the New York Photo Festival in 
2009.  Since 2010 he has worked as a curator for the Foundation for the Exhibition of 
Photography, Minneapolis and Lausanne, and since 2015, for the Foundation Carène, 
Switzerland. He lives and works in Lausanne and London. 

 

<<<more>>> 



ABOUT THE ARTISTS 
Lars Anderson’s series Access was developed in a process of observing industrial facilities, but 
being denied entry through physical barriers. The barrier itself became the subject matter. As he 
describes, “While the shrouding of these places erases some visual possibilities, it 
simultaneously creates interesting new ones, and enables optical performance that changes 
depending on where the viewer stands.” 

Sarah Anthony projects focus on masculinity, coming of age, gender, romance and human 
relationships. The photographs emphasize the push and pull of their bodies and their mindsets as 
the boys struggle with shedding aspects of their youth and struggle to express their emotions. 

Ben Arnon is no stranger to Willets Point in Queens, NY. Also known as the Iron Triangle, the 
area is a neglected industrial area without sewer system, running water, paved roads 
or sidewalks, yet it was also known for a thriving community that had sprung up around auto 
repair shops and scrap metal companies. Arnon’s photographs tell a story of an immigrant 
community’s fight against eminent domain that goes beyond metal scraps of neglected urban 
space. 

Sandra Bacchi examines the separation of private and public sphere of daily life, as well as the 
paradox between personal and social expectations. Observing the private moments of individuals 
in the shared public space of the subway led her to appreciate how challenging and complex it 
can be for members of a diverse population to marry their private and public persona. 

John Barnard creates a narrative about the tension that exists between nature, consumerism and 
materialism. He points to the failure in our culture, as he explains “when we start to satisfy the 
need for love by buying a new car we are turning our inner emptiness into consumerism and this 
is where it becomes a social disease.” 

After moving to Los Angeles, Emily Berl discovered the face of Marilyn Monroe everywhere: 
T-shirts, murals, magazines. Her image was so ubiquitous that it blended into everyday life. 
While photographing, she began to think of Marilyn’s story as a symbol for a place where people 
seek fame. Berl points out that Marilyn Monroe “is the ultimate symbol of Hollywood, but also a 
reminder of the downfall that the pursuit of fame can lead to.” 

In his series Entities, Adam Bernard sets out to establish that “all entities are created with an 
intended purpose for their existence regardless of their creator.  The intent of my photography is 
to show the physical appearance of these entities by bringing together time, space, light, color 
and surface in order to create images that exhibit their appearance “as is” in our current era. 

Christopher Paul Brown is interested in the mundane surface of things “as fodder, as a means 
or lever, for revealing the deeper, inner energy of that which holds my emotional interest. […] 
With digital photography I shoot promiscuously and playfully, but with a constancy of intent and 
openness. […] Post-production is much the same, with play, serendipity, surprise, intent and 
openness dominating the process.” 



Tianqiutao Chen‘s recent project observes migrant workers and their children, who are a highly 
marginalized and mobile group in Beijing. Chen describes the process of creating diptychs of his 
portraits with photographs the children take as “an action of transferring the discourse power and 
subverting the traditional subject-object relationship.” 

Jennifer Garza-Cuen describes her project, Wandering In Place, as a series of locations in the 
United States that touch on her residual, cultural memory. To be interpreted as a metaphorical 
memoir or a narrative re-telling of facts and fictions, it is also her discovery of the dreamland 
that still is America. 

Midtown NYC’s Fifth Avenue and its environs around Times Square have always served as a 
barometer of the city’s traditions and moods. It is the country’s town square, a place to show 
American individuality and freedom of expression. Orestes Gonzalez has been taking pictures 
there for many years, finding it rich in the opportunities that reinforce its role in American 
pageantry and tradition. 

Tamar Granovsky‘s body of work, Siren Song, is centered on the desert landscape of 
California’s Salton Sea. Repeated attempts to channel waterways, develop agriculture and create 
resorts beside this accidental “sea” have left scars on the surrounding communities. In 
photographing traces of the everyday in the vicinity of this toxic, abandoned lake, Granovsky 
draws a connection between history and this place where decay and survival coexist. 

Alejandro Loureiro Lorenzo‘s series of work begins with spontaneous hand-made graphite 
drawings and photographs documenting discarded materials and overlapping residual 
architectural and landscape elements. His subsequent imagery avoids any medium distinction 
and homogenize the source material, overall “giving us powerful critical tools to analyze current 
concerns on art production and the reception of it.” 

Jeanette May‘s “Tech Vanitas” photographs confront the anxiety surrounding technological 
obsolescence. “The more we yearn to keep current—the newest phone, computer, camera, audio 
system, espresso maker—the more we produce, consume and discard. Cutting-edge technology 
becomes outdated, embarrassing, quaint, collectible and finally, antiquated or forgotten.” 

Combining his education in human services and art, Zora J Murff‘s photography focuses on the 
experiences of youth in the juvenile justice system and the role of images in the correctional 
system; specifically how images are used to define individuals who are deemed criminals and 
what happens when these definitions are abandoned or skewed. 

Laurie Peek started her series Car Parts in 2012. Attracted to the light and abstract pattern in a 
reflection on a parked car door, she began noticing these “paintings” on cars everywhere and set 
out to collect them. “Looking for the extraordinary in the ordinary, the metal hoods, roofs, 
bumpers and doors are canvases for my photographic ‘paintings.’” 

Ceaphas Stubbs‘ photographs are an exploration in narrative weight and meaning, as well as 
black sexuality and pleasure. His works function in a space at the intersection of photography, 
sculpture and painting, where the images move back and forth between different meanings. 



As Ayumi Tanaka describes, his aim with his photographs is to reconstruct half-remembered 
memories of his childhood. Three-dimensional dioramas, composed of overlapping multiple 
layers of photo collages, have been assembled and photographed to illustrate landscapes of 
memory. 

 

EXHIBITION SCHEDULE AND LOCATIONS 
Photography Now 2017 will be on view from Saturday, November 4, 2017, through Sunday, 
January 14, 2018. CPW galleries are free & open to the public Wednesday – Sunday, 12pm – 
5pm and by appointment. Please note that special hours apply during the holidays. CPW is 
located at 59 Tinker Street, Woodstock, New York 12498. 

# # # 

Contact: 
Jan Nagle 
59 Tinker Street  
Woodstock, NY 12498 
845/679-9957 
Email: info@cpw.org 
http://www.cpw.org 

Accompanying Tweet 

Photography Now 2017 exhibition, Nov 4 - Jan 14. #Woodstock https://t.co/Q3SELZAmVZ 
https://t.co/j3LBO1GATf 
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http://twitter.com/#!/search?q=%23Woodstock
https://t.co/Q3SELZAmVZ
https://t.co/j3LBO1GATf


For Immediate Release 
 

IMPASSIO PRESS PUBLISHES THIS IS HOW I SPEAK BY SANDI SONNENFELD 
Memoir Offers Intimate Look at Grad School Life at the University of Washington 

SEATTLE (May 1, 2002)—Impassio Press today announced the June publication of This Is 
How I Speak (ISBN:0-9711583-1-2) by Seattle author Sandi Sonnenfeld. This Is How I Speak, a 
memoir in diary form, recounts the author's first year in the MFA program in fiction writing at 
the University of Washington. The book is a moving, entertaining and intimate portrait of an 
ambitious young New York dancer turned writer trying to negotiate love, sex, loss, a bad 
therapist and endless Seattle rain at one of the nation's leading creative writing programs. 

National Book Award Winner Charles Johnson says of the book, “I read This Is How I Speak in a 
single sitting, captivated by Sandi Sonnenfeld's beautiful and brutally honest odyssey through 
love, a woman's wounds, literary evolution and yes, even a portrait of the creative writing faculty 
at the University of Washington in the 1980s. This former prof gives her an A-plus.” 

Born and raised in New York, Sonnenfeld is a graduate of Mount Holyoke College and holds an 
MFA in creative writing from the University of Washington, where she was winner of the Loren 
D. Milliman Writing Scholarship. Her fiction, essays and journalism pieces have appeared in 
more than 30 publications in the United States and abroad, including Hayden's Ferry Review, 
Sojourner, Voices West, ACM, Raven Chronicles, as well as in leading business publications 
such as Harvard Business Review and the Wall Street Journal's National Business Employment 
Weekly. She is a member of PEN Center West and the Society of Professional Journalists. 

Sonnenfeld began keeping a writer's diary in college as a way to explore potential ideas for her 
fiction, but her work took on a whole new meaning after surviving a sexual assault during 
graduate school, forcing her to re-examine who she was both as a woman and an artist. Her diary 
became not only the place where she wrote about her intimate experiences and memories, but 
where her natural ability to tell a story unfolded, including stories about the people she 
encountered at the University of Washington. 

“Writers often use their diaries and journals as sources for other work,” said Olivia Dresher, 
publisher and founder of Impassio Press. “But for some authors the diary or journal itself 
becomes the main work and exists as a valid literary art form of its own. That was the case with 
This is How I Speak. Sonnenfeld began her diary as a sideline to her fiction writing, but the 
urgency of her lived life inspired her to turn to the immediacy of the diary form. Rich with 
drama, her diary is as engrossing to read as a novel. We are delighted to be publishing such a 
provocative and revealing book.” 

This Is How I Speak will be available in bookstores in June or can be ordered directly from the 
publisher at http://www.impassio.com 

<<<more>>>. 

http://www.impassio.com/


About Impassio Press 
Founded in 2001 by Olivia Dresher, founder and curator of the Diaries, Journals, and Notebooks 
Collection at Seattle's Richard Hugo House, Impassio Press is an independent publisher whose 
mission is to publish fragmentary writing, especially diaries, journals, notebooks, letters, as well 
as poetic prose and novels written in fragment form. The press publishes two to three titles each 
year, as well as smaller, alternative size books. Impassio is a member of the Small Publishers 
Association of North America (SPAN), a national organization of independent publishers and 
presses. Impassio titles are distributed by Baker & Taylor and are available at independent 
bookstores and via BookSense.com. For more information or to see Impassio's full list of titles, 
visit www.impassio.com. 

# # # 

Contacts:  
Sandra Berry 
PR Consultant 
206/783-7686 
bookPR@earthlink.net 
  



For Immediate Release 

Noises Off at Rhinebeck’s Center for Performing Arts Runs May 30-June 15 

Rhinebeck, NY (March 1, 2017): Up in One Productions in association with the CENTER 
presents the funniest back stage play ever written, Noises Off May 30 – June 15 at the CENTER 
for Performing Arts at Rhinebeck.  

Come enjoy a good hearty laugh with the funniest comedic play ever written. Noises Off is a 
roller coaster, side-splitting look at theatre - inside and out - as a hapless troupe of actors attempt 
to mount the dreadful comedy “Nothing On”.  Door slamming, missed cues, and romantic 
intrigue will have you roaring with laughter as the casts' collective sanity slowly unravels. Yet, 
the show must go on; despite the catastrophe being played out on stage and the vicious antics 
among the actors backstage. 

Diana di Grandi of Up in Productions directs. The cast includes Susan Gies as Dotty, Thomas 
Webb as Lloyd, Tom Bunker as Garry, Amber McCarthy as Brook, Kevin Archambault as 
Frederick, Courtney Constantino as Belinda, Emily DePew as Poppy, John Schmtiz as Tim and 
Lou Trapani as Selsdon. 

Di Grandi said that in one word, Noises Off is "lunacy."  She observed that everything that 
possibly can goes awry as this well-intentioned, second rate troupe of traveling players tours the 
English provinces. 

The creative team includes scenic design by Eric Oloffson, costume design by Donna Letteri, 
lighting design by Scott Tunkel. The stage manager is Patricia Franklin. 

The CENTER is a quaint, nonprofit theatre located just outside the center of Rhinebeck, New 
York. The CENTER is also featuring musicals “She Loves Me” and “Les Miserables” this 
summer. 

 

<<<more>> 



Noises Off at the CENTER 

Location:  661 Route 308 
 Rhinebeck, NY 12572 

Dates:  May 30-June 15 

Times:  Fridays and Saturdays at 8 p.m. 
 Sundays at 3 p.m. 

Price:  Adult $24 
 Children and Seniors $22 

Tickets can be ordered by visiting www.centerforperformingarts.org or by calling the box office 
at (845) 876-3080. Box office hours are 12 pm - 5 pm Tuesdays through Fridays and 1pm – 5pm 
on Saturdays. 

# # # 

Contact: 
Kevin Archambault 
Director of Community and Public Relations 
(845) 876-3088 ext. 12 
kevin@centerforperformingarts.org 
  

http://www.centerforperformingarts.org/


ARTS MEDIA LIST FOR MID-HUDSON VALLEY 
Compiled by Sandi Sonnenfeld, May 2017 

 
Chronogram 
Submit to arts calendar online 
https://posting.chronogram.com/hudsonvalley/Events/AddEvent 
Need to have an account to submit events 
Press releases should be sent to: 
Marie Gillett, Assistant Editor 
mdoyon@chronogram.com  
Phillip X Levine, Poetry Editor 
poetry@chronogram.com  
Peter Aaron, Music Editor 
music@chronogram.com  
 
Almanac Weekly 
HudsonValleyOne.com 
For arts calendar, send info two weeks 
prior to event to calendar@ulsterpublishing.com 
Editor: Julie O’Connor, AlmanacWeekly@gmail.com 
Distributed in Ulster, Dutchess, Columbia & Green Counties 
 
Southern & Northern Dutchess News & Creative Living 
Arts-related news should be sent to 
creativeliving@sdutchessnews.com 
Deadline is Thursday at 3 pm for publication in the following week 
Editor is Curtis Schmidt 
 
Poughkeepsie Journal 
Barbara Gallo Farrell 
Arts & Entertainment Community Content Editor 
bfarrell@poughkee.gannett.com 
(845) 437-4979 
 
Hudson Valley Magazine (monthly/online) 
Go to Calendar, click on submit an event 
Attach press release after you fill out the form 
 
Hudson Valley Weekend 
Hudson Valley News 
Nicole Delawder, Arts Editor 
weekend@thehudsonvalleynews.com 
For Calendar Listings: Submit listings by 5 p.m. on Fridays; include name, date, location and contact info: 
CALENDAR@THEHUDSONVALLEYNEWS.COM 
 
Danbury News-Times 
arts@newstimes.com 
Art events must be submitted three weeks in advance 
 
Beacon Free Press 
(Owned by Southern Dutchess News) 
Arts & Entertainment: newsplace@aol.com 
 
Hyde Park Observer (covers Red Hook, Hyde Park and Rhinebeck, Clinton) 
News and press releases: news@rhobserver.com 

https://posting.chronogram.com/hudsonvalley/Events/AddEvent
mailto:mdoyon@chronogram.com
mailto:poetry@chronogram.com
mailto:music@chronogram.com
mailto:calendar@ulsterpublishing.com
mailto:AlmanacWeekly@gmail.com
mailto:creativeliving@sdutchessnews.com
mailto:bfarrell@poughkee.gannett.com
http://www.hvmag.com/Hudson-Valley-Magazine/Calendar/
mailto:weekend@thehudsonvalleynews.com
mailto:weekend@thehudsonvalleynews.com
mailto:arts@newstimes.com
mailto:news@rhobserver.com


Events for the calendar: calendar@rhobserver.com 
Phone: 845-875-4226  
Fax: 845-875-4224 
 
Daily Freeman (Ulster County) 
For entertainment, events and calendar listings, contact life@freemanonline.com 

Hudson Valley Life/Hudson Valley Parent 
To add an event: http://www.hvlife.com/events/editevent.aspx 
 
Hudson Valley Press (serves African, Latino and Caribbean communities) 
To pitch an arts story: entertainment@hvpress.net 
To get in calendar listings: calendar@hvpress.net 
Note: Calendar listings should not exceed 150 words in length, including date, time, place of event and 
contact info. 
 
The Times-Herald Record (Orange County) 
Berkowitz, Amy, Community News Coordinator, 845- 346-3155  
Brooks, Paul, Hudson Regional Editor, 845-346-3141  
 
Time Out New York 
When you submit your listing, please include: 
Venue address, event dates and times, event prices, phone number, Website (if available), list of artists 
on the bill, from headliner to opener (when applicable), your contact information 
Deadline is 10 am, Monday, at least ten days before event 
 
Art: art.ny@timeout.com 
Books (readings, book fairs, signings): books.ny@timeout.com 
Dance: dance.ny@timeout.com 
Music/Classical & Opera: classical.ny@timeout.com 
Music/Cabaret & standards:  cabaret.ny@timeout.com 
Music/Rock, pop, blues, folk, country, jazz, experimental, reggae, world: musiclistings.ny@timeout.com 
Theater/theater.ny@timeout.com 
 
The Village Voice 
Calendar Editor: Danny King 
Books: Jonathan Durbin (freelancer) 
Dance, Elizabeth Zimmer 
Theatrical Arts: Michael Feingold, Miriam Felton-Dansky 
Visual Arts: R.C. Baker, Jennifer Krasinski 
 
New York Observer 
Drew Grant, Arts & Entertainment Editor 
editorial@observer.com 
 
The New York Times 
They are interested in developing feature stories around the arts, so start with a press release. They do 
not have calendar listings 
thearts@nytimes.com 
books@nytimes.com 
 
New York Magazine (weekly) 
pr-submissions@nymag.com 
To pitch a specific editor, see list below and mail your pitch to: 
Name of Reporter/Editor 

mailto:calendar@rhobserver.com
mailto:life@freemanonline.com
http://www.hvlife.com/events/editevent.aspx
mailto:entertainment@hvpress.net
mailto:calendar@hvpress.net
javascript://
javascript://
https://www.villagevoice.com/about/email-us?category=Editorial&attention=Danny%20King
https://www.villagevoice.com/about/email-us?category=Editorial&attention=Elizabeth%20Zimmer
https://www.villagevoice.com/about/email-us?category=Editorial&attention=Michael%20Feingold
https://www.villagevoice.com/about/email-us?category=Editorial&attention=Miriam%20Felton-Dansky
https://www.villagevoice.com/about/email-us?category=Editorial&attention=R.C.%20Baker
https://www.villagevoice.com/about/email-us?category=Editorial&attention=Jennifer%20Krasinski
http://observer.com/author/drew-grant/
mailto:thearts@nytimes.com
mailto:books@nytimes.com
mailto:pr-submissions@nymag.com


New York Media 
75 Varick Street 
New York, NY 10013  
 
Jerry Saltz, Art Critic 
Christian Lorentzen, Book Critic 
Dee Lockhart, Music Critic 
Frank Guan, Music Columnist 
Rebecca Milzoff, Dance 
Justin Davidson, Classical Music 
Jackson McHenry, Theater 
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